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with the physical. But that last named body soon becomes
fatigued, and needs periodical rest; so the man leaving
that body with its etheric double and Prana every night
withdraws into the astral body which, so far as we know
does not get fatigued and needs no rest.
The man thus liberated from his physical body in
sleep can move about in the astral world in his astral body.
The primitive savage does not go far from his sleeping
body and has practically no consciousness during sleep,
as explained before. All the cultured people belonging to
the more advanced races of the world have at the present
time their astral senses very fairly developed, so that if
they were sufficiently aroused to examine the realities which
surround them during sleep, they would be able to observe
them and learn much from them. But in the vast majority
of cases they are not so aroused, or ( awakened/ as
Stated before, and they spend most of their nights in a
kind of brown study, pondering deeply over whatever
thought may have been uppermost in their minds when
they fell asleep. They have the astral faculties, but they
scarcely use them ; they are certainly awake on the astral
plane, and yet they are not in the least awake to the plane^
and are consequently conscious of their surroundings only
very vaguely, if at all. But an advanced man can travel
in his astral body wherever he likes and has full conscious-
ness in the astral world, although he is generally unable
to impress on his waking memory the events of his astral
life during sleep. Sometimes when he does remember any
incident, he calls it a vivid dream, though more often his
recollections are hopelessly entangled with events of his
waking life and impressions on the etheric brain. But with
advancing evolution a time will come for every man when
be will remember every incident of his astral life and will
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